We all agree open sourcing hardware is important, and as practitioners, many of us have been involved in work, research and talks about it. To date, no universal “right solution” exists. While Creative Commons licenses are widely used for software, there is a growing number of groups using the licenses for hardware, without necessarily accounting for the difficulties and restrictions hardware imposes. In short, open source for hardware is not like open source for software, and thus cannot use the same legal tools.

The purpose of this workshop is to create a direct dialogue between Creative Commons and some of the most significant players in the Open Source Hardware Community. CC representatives will be sharing their perspectives while listening to the needs and perspectives of this community, in order to help form more appropriate licensing options for open hardware.

1:30- 2:00 Welcome and Introductions by Ayah Bdeir and John Wilbanks
2:00-3:30 Teaching session on IP and open source by Thinh Nguyen and John Wilbanks, dialogue on possible standards for open source hardware licensing
3:30-4:00 Break
4:00-6:00 Lightly moderated interactive discussion and whiteboard exercise with the group
6:00-7:00 Cheese and wine wrap-up sponsored by Creative Commons

Following the workshop, a living list of resources about open source hardware licensing will be accessible at the website below. This will include video documentation of the workshop, a transcript of brainstorming results, and other relevant links.

http://www.eyebeam.org/projects/opening-hardware
Chris Anderson
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Anderson took the helm of Wired in 2001 and has led the magazine to nine National Magazine Award nominations since winning the prestigious top prize for general-circu- lation magazines in 2005, 2007, and 2009. He is the author of the New York Times bestsellers The Long Tail and FREE: The Future of Radial Price, both of which are based on influential articles published in Wired. He is also founder of BookLoung.com, a free online service that connects authors on tour with audiences.
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Celine is a lawyer specializing in Intellectual Property law. She gradu- ated from Columbia Law School with a Masters in Law (LL.M.) after ob- taining her Masters in Multimedia Information Technology law (D.K.S.S.) from Universität Pauhau- Annau (Paris II) in Paris, and a law degree from Saint Joseph University in Beirut. She has been practicing law for a year in Lebanon and France focusing on Copyright, Trademark, Patent, Domain name dispute arbitration and Media law.
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